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Background:
University Policy 6-001 now requires that any “academic unit which has primary
curricular responsibility for any Credentialed Academic Program, … or is a course-offering unit
of any credit-bearing course, shall have a curricula management process for developing,
periodically assessing, and modifying the curricula over which that unit has primary
responsibility. The process shall be appropriate for the type of curricular responsibilities of the
unit, and shall be described in a written curricula management plan of the unit.”
For a new curriculum-offering unit, the Curriculum Management Plan is submitted with
the proposal for approval of the new unit, and for an existing unit, the Plan is submitted as part
of the University’s periodic review cycle for the overall unit (or earlier when the unit undergoes
significant organizational change). The Plan includes “(i) an internal curricular decision-making
process, and (ii) a schedule and procedure for conducting periodic curricula reviews (specifically
including program learning outcome assessment).”
http://regulations.utah.edu/academics/6-001.php

Decision-making structure:
The Plan must show that the unit has “an internal consultation and decision-making process
which places primary responsibility for curricula management decisions with a body comprised
mainly of voting-qualified members of the faculty of the unit, and also provides for oversight by
another body comprised mainly of voting- qualified faculty members. Consultation with student
representatives is encouraged.” E.g., in a typical structure of an academic department within a
multi-department academic college, the process will include formal approval by the votingqualified faculty of the department (possibly assisted by a designated departmental curricula
committee), and consultation or formal approval by a body representative of the college faculty
(either the full college council, or a curricula committee of the council).
Effective curricular management processes enable periodic changes based upon evolution of
the discipline, changes in pedagogical approach, and feedback from the assessment of learning
outcomes. Thorough curriculum management plans will address the following points:
1. Describe the curricular decision making process for the unit. Explain who decides which
courses to add to or delete from the curriculum; how these decisions are made. Explain what
formal approval processes exist within the unit (and its parent college if a multi-department
college) for curricular changes.
2. Explain who decides on the published program learning outcomes for the unit, and how
these decisions are made.
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(Note that the Plan need not describe curricular approval steps beyond the level of the
college, including roles of the Undergraduate/ Graduate Council, as full descriptions of
those procedures are available from the Office of Curriculum Administration, under
University Policy 6-500. http://regulations.utah.edu/academics/6-500.php )
3. If the unit has shared responsibility with other University units over curricula that is
interdisciplinary in nature, include a description of the role and process followed by the
unit for participating in cross-disciplinary / inter-unit decision-making regarding that
curricula.
Schedule and Procedures for Reviews and Assessment:
Policy 6-001 requires that program learning outcomes be assessed twice during the unit’s 7year review cycle and that these interim learning outcome assessment reports be submitted to
the Office of Learning Outcome Assessment and included in the unit self-study as part of the 7year review, typically overseen by the Graduate Council.
4. Describe the unit’s process and timeline for reviewing the curriculum and assessing
program learning outcomes.
For further information, contact the Office of Learning Outcomes Assessment,
http://learningoutcomes.utah.edu email: mark.standre@utah.edu telephone: 801-5859876.
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